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A teachers perspective on MOOCs:

• Chalmers and MOOCs

• Motivation and expectations

• Pedagogic idea

• First experiences
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Why MOOCs at Chalmers?

• Branding of global significance

– Areas of Advance

– Sustainability

• Open up education for a global audience (3rd mission)

• Build up further experience at Chalmers in developing, 
implementing and evaluating MOOCs



The development has started…

– Introduction to Graphene 
Science and Technology 

(March 23rd 2015)

–– Sustainability in 
Everyday Life 

(June 2015)

– two more
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The very early days 

• How did we learn about the MOOC initiative?

−Open call

− Information seminar

•• Why did we decide to apply?

−An interesting opportunity

−Sounded like fun

−Teach “the man in the street”



The proposal: “Sustainability 

in everyday life”

• Targeted audience → The informed citizen

• We have defined so-called hotspots

• Climate change• Climate change

• Energy in society

• Chemicals in society

• Food

• Globalization

• Overall learning outcomes → Systems thinking, citizen 

stewardship



Motivations for the proposal

• ”Man in the street” → ”Informed citizen”

• Topics → Survey of news sources

• The funnel

−

• The funnel

−Modular design

−MOOCies can choose how deep to go into the 

course material

−But, requirements need to be met to pass the 

course

• Systems thinking → Everything is connected



Expectations beforehand

• To try something new, and be creative

• To not design yet another MOOC

• To explore and learn about the possibilities • To explore and learn about the possibilities 

offered by MOOCs

−On-line

−On-campus



What have we done to date?



Expectations met so far

• We are actually doing something different

• It is a very creative process

• Steep learning curve• Steep learning curve

But...

• The real implementation still has to start

• Challenges during more detailed design

−Mini-lectures

−Assessment



Latest scribblings 

on MOOC design



Challenges during more 

detailed design

• Mini-lectures

−Different formats

−Length of lectures

−−Ethos, logos, pathos

• Assessment

−Different formats

−Peer assessment (or not)

−Design of the final exam



Thank 
you!
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